Background: Sequence similarity networks are useful for classifying and characterizing biologically important proteins. Threshold-based approaches to similarity network construction using exact distance measures are prohibitively slow to compute and rely on the difficult task of selecting an appropriate threshold, while similarity networks based on approximate distance calculations compromise useful structural information.
Background
The dramatic expansion of sequence data in the past few decades has motivated a host of new and improved analytic tools and models to organize information and enable generation of meaningful hypotheses and insights. Networks are one tool to this end, and have found many applications in bioinformatics. One network model with such applications is the protein homology network, in which sequences are connected based on their functional homology. Such networks enable, among other tasks, sequence identity clustering [1] . The subset of these protein homology networks for which edges are built only in terms of sequence similarity are called sequence similarity networks (SSN) [2] , and these are the class of networks discussed in this work.
SSNs are networks in which nodes are sequences and edges show the distance (dissimilarity) between a pair of sequences. Unlike protein interaction networks, or annotated similarity networks, the distance between sequences is the only feature used to determine whether or not an edge will be present. These networks can be used as substitutes for multiple sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees and have been found to correlate well with functional relationships [2] . SSNs also offer a number of analytic capabilities not attainable with multiple sequence alignment or phylogenetic trees. They can be used as a framework for identifying complex relationships within large sets of proteins, and they lend themselves to different kinds of analytics and visualizations, thanks to the large number of tools that already exist for networks. Centrality (node importance) analysis is one example of an analytic tool enabled by SSNs. Clustering, often for identifying homologous proteins, is another important structure discovery tool.
In this work we present a new variant of SSN, called the Directed Weighted All Nearest Neighbors (DiWANN) network, and an efficient sequential algorithm for constructing it from a given sequence dataset. In the model each sequence s is represented by a node n s , and the node n s is connected via a directed edge to a node n t that corresponds to a sequence t that is the closest in distance to the sequence s among all sequences in the dataset. In the case where multiple sequences tie for being closest to the sequence s, all of the edges are kept. The weights on edges correspond to distances.
We apply this model to analyze protein sequences drawn from three different applications: genotoype analysis, inter-species same protein analysis, and interspecies different protein analysis. We show that the model is faster to compute than an all-to-all distance matrix, enables analytic algorithms such as clustering and centrality analysis with comparable accuracy more quickly, and is resilient to missing data. Neighborhood graphs 1 more generally have previously been used in bioinformatics for tasks such as inferring missing genotypes [3] and protein ranking [4] . However they have not been used to model and analyze sequence similarity prior to this study.
Related work and preliminary concepts Other network models in bioinformatics
There are several types of networks other than SSNs used in bioinformatics. Protein-protein interaction networks designate each protein as a node and connect two nodes by an edge whenever there is a corresponding signal pathway [5] . Such networks are the foundation for many applications, including ProteinRank, which identifies protein functions using centrality analysis [6] . Gene regulatory networks are bipartite networks where one vertex set corresponds to genes, the other vertex set corresponds to regulatory proteins, and an edge shows where a regulatory protein acts on a gene [7] . Gene co-expression networks build an edge between pairs of genes based on whether they are co-expressed across multiple organisms [8] . Such networks enable gene co-expression clustering [9] as well as microarray de-noising through centrality analysis [10] .
Similarity/distance measures
In order to build a network from a set of data where there is no inherent concept of relation, some similarity or distance measure must be used. Many distance measures exist for sets of numeric data, including Euclidian distance and Cosine similarity. For set data, boolean distance measures like Jaccard distance and Hamming distance [11] are commonly used. Jaccard distance is the ratio of the size of the intersection to that of the union of the two sets, while Hamming distance counts the positions at which the two sets differ. For string data, such as protein and DNA sequences, a straightforward option is Levenshtein distance, or edit distance, which is the minimum number of insertions, deletions and mutations needed to convert one string to another [12] . Other distance metrics on strings include Hamming distance, which is faster to compute and handles replacements well but insertions and deletions poorly, and variants of the Needleman-Wunsch [13] and Smith-Waterman [14] alignment algorithms. Both of the latter algorithms use dynamic programming to find the optimal way of aligning two sequences from which distance can be inferred. The use of a scoring matrix can also weight these alignment scores to be more representative of real-world mutation probabilities.
A shared weakness of the pairwise alignment-based and the Levenshtein distance-based methods for exact distance calculation is that they take quadratic time in sequence lengths, which can be prohibitively costly. Faster heuristic (approximate distance) approaches such as FASTA [15] or BLAST [16] and its variants have filled the gap in some cases. However, the similarity scores, bitscores and e-value provided by BLAST were not designed to be used in this way, and for some applications such heuristics have been shown to perform poorly [17] [18] [19] .
A very different approach to measuring distances on sequences is presented in [20] , where strings are represented as time series data, with each mutation, insertion or deletion assigned a particular positive or negative value, so that numeric distance measures could be applied. While this measure is computationally faster, it is sensitive to alphabet ordering, and modifications of different characters entail varying degrees of effect on the distances computed, restricting its potential use to only small alphabets such as DNA. Another way to approximate distance within a fixed bound is to use n-grams, or overlapping substrings of length n of a sequence. The idea is that if the number of the n-grams that mismatch between two strings is d, then the edit distance between those strings is at most nd. This method has been used for pruning string similarity joins [21] , however as an approximate distance measure it provides a very loose bound on similarity.
Neighborhood network models and algorithms
Many methods exist for generating a similarity network from a set of data using some similarity or distance measure on the data and a threshold. Typically the selection of threshold is achieved through trial and error. While methods for automating the threshold selection have also been proposed [22] , the methods do not eliminate the need for all-to-all distance calculations, making them especially unsuitable for costly distance measures.
The class of neighborhood networks is another alternative. In general neighborhood networks rely on finding for every object in the dataset a neighborhood, or set of data points closely related to the object. Edges are then built to connect the object to all or a subset of its neighborhood. One common example of this is the k-nearest neighbors graph, or kNN graph [23] . For this model, a similarity or distance measure is used to find the k, where k ≥ 1 is a specified constant, nearest neighbors of each data point which are then connected to the data point via network edges. If ties are present, they are typically broken randomly. The brute force approach to this problem, which first computes all pairwise distances between points and then uses only those below some threshold to construct edges, takes O(n 2 ) time and space, where n is the number of data points.
A variety of more efficient solutions for kNN network construction exist, for both the cases where the underlying kNN problem is solved optimally [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and where it is solved approximately [30] [31] [32] [33] . However, many of these methods assume a numeric feature space, and thus cannot be applied directly to sequence data. One way of generating the optimal KNN solution for generic distance measures is preindexing [34] , although the work demonstrated only empirical runtime reductions, and distances were computed between dictionary words, which are very short compared to biological sequences. NN-Descent is an example of an inexact solution that also generalizes to any distance metric [35] . The method iteratively improves on an existing approximate kNN network, however it does not specifically optimize on number of distance calculations, and may thus be a poor fit for more expensive measures like edit distance.
None of these algorithms are tie-inclusive, in the sense that if two (or more) objects are equidistant from an object in question, one (or more) of the potential edges may be arbitrarily excluded from being in the graph.
An alternative to this approach is the all nearest neighbors (ANN) network, in which an object is connected to only its nearest neighbor, or neighbors in the presence of ties, among the objects in the dataset. In contexts where the distance metric makes ties unlikely, whether or not ties are included is not a major concern. However, with discrete measures of distance like edit distance, where ties are likely, excluding ties can lead to missing important structural information. Additionally, it is not typically clear what values of k in a kNN model will be appropriate for a given dataset, and the selection of k is susceptible to some of the same difficulties as in threshold selection. In light of these facts, this work focuses on a variant of the ANN model.
Most existing ANN algorithms, some of which are modifications of kNN algorithms discussed previously [24, 25] as well as others [36] , are designed solely for numeric space. We are not aware of any prior ANN algorithm specifically designed for string distance measures, and only very few solutions exist for generic distance measures. These methods typically use a tree indexing structure to partition the search space [37, 38] , although they only offer average case runtime improvements. An approximate solution proposed in [39] improves worst case runtimes with some probability of errors.
Methods

Structural analysis
To test the efficacy of the DiWANN network model and its semantic similarity to threshold based networks, we used three sets of protein sequence data representing three different applications: genotype analysis, inter-species same protein analysis, and inter-species different protein analysis.
The first dataset is composed of 284 Anaplasma marginale short sequence repeats (SSRs) from the msp1α gene, each consisting of roughly 28 amino acids, as compiled in [40] . SSRs are a type of satellite DNA in which a pattern occurs two or more times. They can be found in coding regions of the genome, and can occur in genes encoding highly variable surface proteins. In these cases, the SSRs are useful for genotyping, or genetically distinguishing one strain from another.
The second dataset includes sequences of the chaperonin GroEL, a molecular chaperone of the hsp60 family that functions to help proteins fold properly [41] . The dataset includes 812 unique protein sequences from 462 species and 177 genera, compiled from GenBank. These sequences range from 550 to 600 amino acids. We collected 10,000 GroEL sequences, however, in this set there were only 3,077 different sequences. We chose to filter out sequences that occurred only once in the dataset, to keep the experiment time short and reduce noise from outliers. This left us with 812 unique sequences.
The final dataset is the gold standard proteins from [42] , with confirmed ground truth labels from five protein superfamilies. The sequences vary widely in length from 100 to over 700 amino acids. We used a subset of the data that had high quality labels for both a protein's family and superfamily, as some sequences were labeled only with a superfamily. This subset includes 852 sequences. This dataset demonstrates how the models handle more diverse sequences, and includes labels for functional groups (enzyme families).
For each dataset, we generated several exact threshold based networks from which one was chosen for further analysis. We generated a single DiWANN network since there is no associated thresholding concept in the DiWANN model. We compared these exact distance networks against a threshold based network generated via a faster approximate distance metric. The comparison is done in terms of both runtime and accuracy of subsequent network analyses (including clustering and centrality analysis).
The distance/similarity metrics used to create the threshold based networks were BLASTP bitscore, BLASTP similarity score, Needleman-Wunsch alignment score and Levenshtein distance. For similarity metrics, we show thresholds in terms of distance from the maximum similarity, for readability. The inclusion of thresholdbased networks using both edit distance and alignment score to define edges is to account for potential loss of accuracy in our networks from using edit distance (a less biologically accurate distance metric). While a DiWANN network could be created using a different metric, the algorithm we propose relies on properties that weighted alignment scores do not satisfy, as described in more detail in the Algorithm section. So instead, we attempt to demonstrate the practical comparability of the measures, at least for our datasets.
While other fast approximate nearest neighbor methods, such as Flann [43] exist, they assume that a full distance matrix is given. Because of this they are not suitable (efficient) for cases where calculating the distance matrix itself is the primary cost for generating the network. Therefore, we do not compare against such methods.
Basic properties
In a corresponding subsection in the Results section, we present visualizations of the three network types-exact threshold based, inexact threshold based and DiWANNusing an implementation of the force directed layout algorithm [44] from the igraph package [45] . We also give details on the structural differences between networks in terms of connectedness, sparsity and other properties. For this analysis we focused on the A. marginale SSR dataset; we note that similar patterns in terms of connectedness and sparsity held for all three sets of data. We present the basic structural properties for the other datasets in the Communities section as well.
Centrality
Under this analysis, we identify the most central nodes on each of the three network variants, study how they compare to each other, and see their relationship to other sequence properties. For the analysis we used PageRank centrality, but we note that similar behaviors were observed using betweenness centrality as well. (A detailed review of the applications of PageRank in bioinformatics and other fields is available in [46] .) We created visualizations to reveal which nodes are the most central in these networks. For the A. marginale SSR dataset, we also present a map that shows how the sequences that were found to be the most central in the network are distributed geographically. In this context, geographic dispersion is defined in terms of the number of unique countries in which a sequence had been recorded.
Communities
Under this category, we investigated the community structure in the two labeled datasets, GroEL and gold standard. For threshold based networks, we began with the lowest threshold value producing an average degree above one and continued up to the threshold beyond which clustering results no longer improved.
We calculated the precision and recall for all clusters of significant size (more than 2 members) at two levels of label granularity. To cluster the undirected networks, we used the Louvain algorithm for community detection [47] , which has been found in practice to be among the best clustering methods in terms of maximizing modularity. For the directed networks (DiWANN), we also used the Louvain algorithm, treating the graph as undirected for clustering purposes.
We note that some GroEL samples were found across multiple species, and as a result, some samples had multiple labels while each sequence can only be assigned to a single cluster. This led to a maximum recall of less than one. However, this situation was fairly uncommon in the dataset, and typically only occurred at the species (rather than genus) level.
Resilience to missing data
One potential concern with a new network model is how well it responds to an incomplete dataset when compared with its alternatives. To compare the resiliency to missing data of the DiWANN network against the threshold based networks, we generated five sample datasets from the GroEL sequences, each with a random selection of 60% of the original data. From each sample, we generated a threshold network and a DiWANN network. The clustering precision and recall of these reduced networks, along with some basic structural properties, were compared to the full version of the network to determine how well structure was maintained in the "reduced" networks.
Additionally, we wanted to examine the structural changes to the DiWANN network as more data are removed, as the proportional increase in high weight (weak) to low weight (strong) edges could potentially result in connections that are not necessarily meaningful in practice. To this end, we generated an additional set of five random networks with only 20% of the original data. The edge weight distributions were then plotted for comparison between the full, the 60% and the 20% networks, along with the mean and maximum edge weights for each.
DiWANN network model and construction algorithm
The Model. As noted earlier, a threshold-based approach to network modeling and construction has disadvantages and weaknesses. Specifically, if the distance threshold is set too low, the model can miss important relationships between proteins and more nodes will be left as singletons with no connections. If the threshold is set too high, the graph can become too dense to meaningfully work with and analyze.
In sharp contrast, in the DiWANN network, each sequence (node) is connected to only the closest neighbor(s) among the other sequences in the dataset, and connected from sequences to which it is a closest neighbor in the dataset. This structure sounds simpler than it is. For example, all outgoing edges from a node necessarily have the same weight, whereas incoming edges to a node can have different weights. Additionally, the out-degree of each node is at least one, whereas no statement can be made on the in-degree of a node. edge of weight 1 to node B and similarly to node D. Likewise, to both sequences B and D, sequence A (at distance 1) is the closest neighbor. Therefore, there is a directed edge of weight 1 from node B to node A and from node D to node A. For sequence C, the closest neighbor, at distance 3, is sequence A. Therefore there is an edge of weight 3 from node C to node A. Note that this extremely simple example still illustrates the case where the in-degree of a node can be zero (C), and the case where the out-degree can exceed 1 (A).
The construction algorithm. The DiWANN representation is a succinct summary of the dataset, in the sense that it captures the structural skeleton of the similarity relationships among the sequences, while maintaining connectivity and allowing for analysis that would be meaningful for the original dataset. The formulation naturally lends itself to a more efficient method of generation than producing a pairwise distance matrix for all sequences. The method we present here uses a pruning technique to avoid costly distance calculations in cases where they are not needed. In practice, we found this method to reduce the number of computations and overall time by more than half on the three datasets we considered, as detailed in the Results section.
The algorithm is relatively simple, and relies on a few key features of the DiWANN graph representation to a) prune out the distance calculations that are not needed Algorithm 1 Shows the procedure for efficiently generating a DiWANN graph from a set of sequences. The algorithm takes a set of m sequences (strings) as input and produces a symmetric m × m matrix containing a subset of their distances to one another (only the above diagonal half of the matrix is used by the algorithm). The DiWANN graph is constructed by traversing the matrix and using row minimum values to include only the closest neighbors for each sequence. A DiWANN graph is returned as the output for row = 1to m do 7: if (row == 1) then 8: for col = 2to m do Initialize minED (vector of lower bounds for current row) 13: Initialize maxED (vector of upper bounds for current row) 14: for col = (row + 1)to m do 15: append ABS(DistanceMatrix [1] [col] -DistanceMatrix [1] [row]) to minED 16: append DistanceMatrix [1] [col] + DistanceMatrix [1] [row] to maxED 17: Note: at this point minED and maxED are of length m -(row+1) 18: lowestMax ← MIN(maxED) (largest possible relevant distance for current row) 19: for col = (row + 1)to m do 20: cellMin ← minED[col − (row + 1)] (minimum bound for the current cell) 21: if (cellMin ≤ lowestMaxorcellMin ≤ rowMin) then 22: bd Generate network by adding an edge for each distance equal to rowMin for each sequence and b) to bound the calculations that are needed. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. It takes as input a set of m sequences and produces an m × m distance matrix, which is used to generate the DiWANN graph. The algorithm works with only the upper diagonal half of the matrix, and ignores the diagonal and the other half. We describe the algorithm in terms of the m × m matrix for conceptual simplicity; otherwise in practice the algorithm can easily be implemented with sparse data structures for space efficiency and scalability. The algorithm begins by initializing each entry of the m × m matrix to infinity (a sufficiently large number). Next, the matrix is filled out row by row. The entire first row is computed to be used in the pruning phase for subsequent rows.
To prune distance calculations for the remaining rows, the following bounds are used. Assuming the sequence in the first row is S 1 and the distance in question is from sequence S 2 to sequence S 3 , the distance lies in the following range:
This property is due to the triangle inequality. Lines 11-21 in Algorithm 1 show the "pruning" optimization, where the value for each cell in a given row is either computed or skipped. In line 21, the distance computation will be skipped if there is some smaller value upcoming in the row based on upper bounds, or if there is already a lower known value. The vectors minED and maxED store a lower and an upper bound for the not-yet-computed distance entries in a row, based on the triangle inequality. The values in maxED are used to compute lowestMax, the smallest upper bound for the row, while minED provides the lower bound for pruning entries in a row. The variable rowMin tracks a running minimum value for the entire current entry.
Lines 22-24 correspond to the "bounding" optimization. Here if the distance between the relevant sequences has not been pruned, the computation is done using a bounded Levenshtein distance calculation via the function BOUNDEDEDITDISTANCE (line 22). BOUNDEDEDITDIS-TANCE takes as parameter two sequences as well as a distance bound, and it either (i) returns the edit distance between the sequences, if that values is at or below the bound, or (ii) terminates early and returns infinity if the distance would be greater than the bound. Here, the bound is rowMin, as defined previously. Fig. 2 illustrates how Algorithm 1 works on an input sample of 10 sequences. The example shows how the distance matrix is built, and how the DiWANN graph is constructed from it.
Runtime complexity. Calculating the edit distance (or alignment score) between two sequences each of which is of length n takes O(n 2 ) time. To do this for a set of m such strings, where there are m choose 2 pairs of strings, takes O(n 2 ·m 2 ) time. This can become problematic where either the length or number of strings is large.
Since the DiWANN model needs to maintain only the minimum distance edges, it allows for the pruning and bounding optimizations as described earlier. The bounding optimization reduces the time complexity of calculating the distance between two strings from O(n 2 ) for the standard method to O(n · b), where b is the bound and n is the length of a sequence. This reduces the complexity for the overall algorithm to O(n·b·m 2 ), where b ≤ n. The benefit of the pruning optimization is not as easy to quantify, but in the worst case, the complexity remains O m 2 ; the worst case being when the row computed for bounding is similarly distant from all other sequences. It should however be noted that in the case of protein sequences, the level of dissimilarity needed for the worst case scenario to hold, although dependent on the data in use, is highly unlikely, as related sequences are by definition fairly similar.
Results
Structural analysis
The following three parts of this subsection discuss results on the basic structure, centrality and communities of the sequence networks we studied. The parts on basic properties and centrality focus on the A. marginale SSR network, which was more cohesive, while the communities section focuses on the GroEL and gold standard datasets, for which we have ground truth labels.
Basic properties
The three network types we consider (exact threshold based, inexact threshold based and DiWANN) vary in structure in terms of density, connectedness, centrality and a number of other features. In this section, we break down the differences between these network models. Figure 3 shows the three network variants for the A marginale SSR dataset. It can be seen that both the exact and inexact threshold based networks have a number of singleton nodes which are disconnected from the larger network. Despite this, the threshold based networks are found to be notably denser than the DiWANN network, Fig. 2 An example illustrating the workings of the DiWANN network construction algorithm. To the left is the distance matrix produced by Algorithm 1, and to the right is the DiWANN graph constructed using this distance matrix. The example has 10 sequences drawn from the A. marginale SSRs. Because the distance matrix is symmetric, Algorithm 1 uses only its upper diagonal half, while the unused portion is in black. The first row of the matrix, which must always be computed, is shown in yellow. Every cell in which a distance is computed but is not used in building the DiWANN graph is shown in red. A cell in which a distance is pruned because it wouldn't result in an edge in the DiWANN graph is shown with entry of infinity. All other non-infinite cell values, shown in green, correspond to edges in the graph. For each sequence, A-O, an outgoing edge is added to the sequence (sequences) that is (are) at the minimum distance from itself (corresponds to rowMin at the end of a row computation in Algorithm 1). Note that the edge from node O is not bidirectional UP1   UP2   UP3   UP4   UP5   UP6   UP7   UP8   UP9   UP10   UP11   UP12   UP13   UP14   UP15   UP16   UP17   UP18  UP19   UP20   UP21   UP22   UP23   UP24   UP25   UP26   UP27   UP28   UP29   UP30   UP31   UP32   UP33   UP34   UP35   UP36   UP37   UP38   UP39   UP40  UP41   UP42   UP43   UP44   UP45   UP46   UP48   UP49   UP50   UP51 a b c Fig. 3 A. marginale sequence similarity networks. Subplot a shows the inexact similarity network at a 6% difference threshold. Subplot b shows an exact distance network at threshold 2. Subplot c shows the DiWANN network. All three graphs are for the A. marginale SSR data set even at low thresholds. Figure 4 shows the degree distributions of the three networks for the same dataset (A. marginale SSRs), which also demonstrates the relative sparsity of the DiWANN network. More details on structural properties of the three network variants on the same dataset is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The analog of Fig. 6 for the GroEL sequences data is shown in Fig. 7 , and the same for the gold standard sequences data is shown in Fig. 8 . From Figs. 3-8 , it can be seen that the DiWANN graph merges desirable features of high and low threshold graphs in several relevant ways. In terms of sparsity, it has roughly the same number of edges as the lower threshold graphs. Still, it is either as connected or more connected than the higher threshold graphs.
Centrality
The most central nodes were found to be fairly stable across the various exact threshold and DiWANN networks. Among the ten most central nodes for each of these networks, on average about 80% were found to be the same in any two of the exact threshold and DiWANN networks. However, the central nodes for the inexact threshold networks did not appear to be related. The correspondence between the topmost central nodes in these networks and those in the exact distance networks averaged near zero. Figure 5 UP1   UP2   UP3   UP4   UP5   UP6   UP7   UP8   UP9   UP10   UP11   UP12   UP13   UP14   UP15   UP16   UP17   UP18  UP19   UP20   UP21   UP22   UP23   UP24   UP25   UP26   UP27   UP28   UP29   UP30   UP31   UP32   UP33   UP34   UP35   UP36   UP37   UP38   UP39   UP40  UP41   UP42   UP43   UP44   UP45   UP46   UP48   UP49   UP50 It has already been noted that some A. marginale Msp1a SSRs, such as M [48] , are widely geographically distributed, which we confirmed here. However we have found an additional pattern of interest for these widely dispersed SSRs relating to their centrality. Specifically, those nodes that are most geographically dispersed also tend to be the most central in the network. As shown in Fig. 9 , seven out of ten of the most central and most common sequences are the same. This pattern held roughly across each of the exact threshold graphs we worked with, as well as the DiWANN graph, as the central nodes across them were consistent for the most part. Because no such pattern existed for the inexact networks, we suspect that some meaningful structure was lost due to the approximation of distances. Figure 10 shows the alignment of the central and common A. marginale sequences, alongside the logo [49] of each.
Communities
For the A. marginale SSR data, we lack ground truth values for clustering, however the gold standard data are labeled, and for the GroEL data we used genus and species as ground truth labels.
For the GroEL samples the majority of network variants (excluding high threshold BLAST networks) were highly fragmented, having hundreds of connected components (see the table in Fig. 7) . This is not unexpected as data were collected from dozens of different species. On these networks, we used the Louvain clustering algorithm to generate groups of samples. For the aforementioned disconnected networks, we found that the clusters corresponded almost exactly along connected component lines.
For the GroEL data we generated clustering results on both the exact and inexact networks over a variety thresholds, as well as for the DiWANN network. Table 1 shows the specific precision and recall values for each network for both genus and species. Overall the exact networks produced strong clusters in terms of both precision and recall compared to the inexact threshold-based networks. Between the threshold based networks and DiWANN, the threshold based networks have higher precision at the cost a c b Fig. 8 Gold standard sequence similarity networks. Subplots a-c show the inexact (Blast similarity score > 55%), exact (distance ≤ 150) and DiWANN networks, respectively, for the gold standard data. The table gives some structural properties for each of these networks. Nodes are sized based on their PageRank centrality, and colored based on their cluster membership using the Louvain community dtection algorithm of both recall and cluster coverage. This demonstrated that a significant level of clustering accuracy is sacrificed when using approximate distance measures, at least for this dataset, and that the DiWANN network performs comparably to threshold based networks, even in some ways better.
For the gold standard data, a similar behavior was observed. Networks broke into many connected components, which broke along family and superfamily lines (see Fig. 8 ). The precision and recall values are shown in Table 2 . For these data the recall values were not high, primarily because each superfamily tended to break into many components. Note that while for most of the networks clustering took negligible time, higher threshold networks (above 100) took up to fifteen minutes to run due to their density.
Resilience to missing data
To test the resilience to missing data of the DiWANN network compared to the threshold based networks, we generated five random samples, each containing 60% of the proteins in the GroEL dataset. From these samples, we generated five networks. Table 3 shows the structure and clustering comparison for these reduced networks and their full counterparts. While there are minor variations in precision and recall, overall the reduced networks produced similar qualities of clusters. The reduced DiWANN networks were more significantly altered in terms of structure, as indicated by the variation in clustering coefficient; nonetheless, the clustering results produced from those networks were to a large extent unaffected.
Additionally, we wanted to see how the structure of the DiWANN network changes as data are removed. To this end, we plotted the edge weight distributions for the full network, and for the average of two sets of 60% and 20% networks. The weight of an edge can be thought of as a measure of the strength of the connection between those two nodes. Thus, the higher the edge weights in the DiWANN network, the more edges Fig. 9 A map of the 10 most common and 10 most central A. marginale Msp1a SSRs. This map, generated by RepeatAnalyzer, shows the distribution of the 10 SSRs which appear across the greatest number of countries, as well as those which are most central in the graph representation of the data. In the legend, central SSRs are in the red box, while common SSRs are in the blue box represent weak connections, and the more disparate the sequences in the network. Of course, in a given analysis, it is possible and perhaps even helpful to ignore edges above a certain weight. These plots are meant to give an estimate of how many such weak edges there are at different levels of missing data.The distributions are shown in Fig. 11 . As one would expect, as more data are removed, mean edge weight increases, as does maximum, but the power law distribution of edges remains even down to the 20% network. This indicates that while losing data does weaken the average tie strength in the network, the majority of ties are still relatively strong.
Performance of the graph generation algorithm
In order to assess the runtime gains of our method, we performed an empirical analysis of runtimes of our DiWANN construction algorithm for the three datasets: A. marginale SSR data, the GroEL protein sequences from GenBank, and the gold standard protein data. Table 4 shows the runtime (in seconds) to generate a distance matrix from which the DiWANN graph is trivially built. For two of the three datasets, computing pairwise BLAST scores was significantly faster than computing exact edit distances; in the smallest dataset, the overhead from BLAST made it slightly slower. The DiWANN construction times showed a fourfold improvement over a basic threshold based approach. The method was able to prune approximately 15% of distance calculations for the gold standard data, approximately 26% for the A. marginale SSR data, and about 35% of calculations were skipped for the GroEL data. The remainder of the speedup is likely due to the bounding of distance calculations.
Discussion
As shown in Table 3 , the DiWANN network behaved significantly differently than a threshold based network with incomplete data. The average degree of the reduced DiWANN networks remained roughly stable, while in the threshold based case the average degree is reduced in proportion with the node count. However for clustering coefficient in particular, the reduced DiWANN networks varied greatly compared to their full counterpart, as opposed to the threshold based reduced networks, for which clustering coefficient is near constant. This is sensible, insofar as removing a highly connected sequence from the DiWANN network can mean significant structural changes as each node picks a new neighbor(s). In contrast, removing a node from a threshold-based network would simply remove any edge to or from that node, effectively producing a reduced version of the original network. It may be due to this structural flexibility that the number of nodes meaningfully clustered for the reduced DiWANN networks is unaffected relative to the full networks as data are removed at random. Although the precision of the remaining clusters is kept high in the case of the reduced threshold networks, the resulting loss of meaningfully grouped nodes may be an unfavorable trade-off, indicating that in cases where a threshold based approach results in many singleton nodes, DiWANN is a more informative model.
On another point, we find that the DiWANN network performs comparably to threshold based approaches in terms of clustering accuracy, even when a standard network clustering algorithm is used. However, since the DiWANN model is, in a sense, a structural summary of the similarity relationships in the dataset, a specialized clustering algorithm designed to take advantage of the information encoded in the model could give superior clustering results. Design of such a specialized algorithm is an interesting avenue for future work. This table shows a summary of clustering accuracy for the various GroEL networks. Th. gives the threshold used for a given network, either in number of edits, distance from the maximum similarity score (for bitscore and Needleman-Wunsch) or percent similarity score. C gives the total number of clusters, |C 1 | gives the number of nodes in clusters of size 1 (singletons), |C 2 | gives the number of nodes in clusters of size 2, and |C >2 | shows the number of nodes in clusters of size 3 and above. For calculating precision and recall, we assume clusters should correspond to the genus and species labels for a given GroEL sequence. Each GroEL sequence is between roughly 550 and 600 amino acids
In this study, we assumed that edit distance is an analog for similarity. While one could envision using a more biologically significant metric than edit distance, such as weighting edits based on probability, or using an alignment based method with a scoring matrix, such a metric would have caused problems for the symmetry property commonly assumed in distance or similarity measures. This is because there is no guarantee that an edit from one amino acid to another is as likely as an edit in the opposite direction, or that an insertion is as likely as a deletion. More importantly, a weighted measure would disrupt the validity of the triangle inequality (though a much weaker version could still be applied) on which our pruning method is based. Due to these two factors, we have included results for our threshold-based networks using Needleman-Wunsch (NW) alignment scores as well as edit distance, however we only generate the DiWANN network with edit distances. While using NW scores in the DiWANN graph construction does produce better clustering results than using edit distances for our data, the results are sufficiently comparable that we conclude edit distance may be an adequate substitute in many cases.
The relationship between centrality and commonality among SSRs implies a biologically interesting conclusion, but by no means verifies it. Nonetheless, it is of enough interest to mention as an avenue for future inquiry. Because centrality is a property defined in terms of a sequence's structure and how that relates to the structure of other sequences, while its geographic commonality is a measure of where that sequence occurs, it could be the case that these central/common SSRs were spread in some way and have thus developed many variants over a wide geographic area. Alternatively, these central/common SSRs could be ancestral types that are widely distributed and structurally central for that reason. That most of the SSRs are close in edit distance to each other would give credence to this idea. Interestingly, SSR (Beta) has a closest edit distance of four from any of the other SSRs that are central or common (Fig. 10) , arguing that this common SSR is an outlier in the set. This table shows a summary of clustering accuracy for the gold standard sequence similarity networks. Th. gives the threshold used for a given network, either in number of edits, distance from the maximum similarity score (for bitscore and Needleman-Wunsch) or percent similarity score. C gives the total number of clusters, |C 1 | gives the number of nodes in clusters of size 1 (singletons), |C 2 | gives the number of nodes in clusters of size 2, and |C >2 | shows the number of nodes in clusters of size 3 and above. For calculating precision and recall, we assume that clusters correspond to the family and superfamily labels provided with the dataset. Sequences vary widely in length between 100 up to over 700 amino acids
It should be noted that we chose to measure "geographic dispersion" of SSRs in terms of the number of countries in which an SSR occurs, rather than a stricter measure of geographic distance. While we recognize the latter might be more meaningful in some contexts, for many of the samples, the only information available about their location is the country in which they were reported. Further, for some contexts (i.e. trade and national regulatory variations) considering data in terms of countries may elucidate patterns that strict distance would not. However, the same basic methods could be applied using geographic distances as well. It is an open question whether the resulting patterns would be the same, but based on the wide dispersion of common SSRs across distant countries, we suspect it would.
While this paper gives a description of the DiWANN network model and some examples of applications, we can see a number of additional uses for the model. For example, in a set of sequences from different species, clusters composed of multiple species may provide a way of detecting orthologues. The network may also be used as a structural skeleton on which a threshold based network could be built, maintaining the advantages of each. Both of these are interesting avenues for future inquiry.
Conclusions
Sequence similarity networks are an important tool for understanding the relationships between proteins in a dataset. We have demonstrated that, in some cases, using approximate distance measures such as BLAST similarity scores to generate SSNs rapidly may lead to significant deficiencies in the structure of a network in terms of its central nodes and clusters. We presented a new network model that mitigates some of these weaknesses and can be built in a fraction of the time it would take to This table shows a comparison of both structure and clustering results for the GroEL dataset for networks generated from a random sample of 60% of the sequences. D denotes diameter, and CC denotes clustering coefficient. Also shown are the number of connected components, and the size of the largest component. |C 1 | gives the number of nodes in clusters of size 1 (singletons), and |C >2 |/|V| shows the percentage of nodes in a cluster of size 3 or above. The full network is also included for comparison. For the threshold based networks, we use a threshold of 30, which had a good trade-off of precision and recall in the community analysis. The full networks contain 812 nodes, while each reduced network contains 487 nodes construct an exact threshold based network. We showed that the model is resilient to missing sequences, sparse (and thus fast to analyze), and maintains many of the useful structural properties of an exact threshold based network, while achieving a higher level of connectedness. We also showed that protein centrality in a sequence similarity network may be linked to non-structural properties of that sequence, such as its geographic distribution.
Endnote 1 We use the terms graphs and networks interchangeably throughout the manuscript.
Fig. 11
Edge weight distributions for the GroEL dataset. These plots show the distribution of edge weights in the DiWANN networks using the full GroEL data, averages for five 60% samples and averages for five 20% samples. The minimum edge weight for all three networks is 1. For the 20% networks, the median is 4 and the maximum is 223. For the 60% networks, the median is 6 and the maximum is 288. For the full network, the median is 29 and the maximum is 291 
